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Chapter



Mobile Devices and Systems



Mobile devices such as Smartphones, smartcards, sensors, handheld devices and automotive computing systems are introduced in this chapter. It describes the basic features, functions, and technologies related to these devices. This chapter will cover the following topics: 



∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ 



Features and functions of mobile Smartphones and portable music players Features and applications of handheld computers Smartcards, labels, sensors, actuators, appliances, and set-top boxes Constraints of mobile devices Automotive computing systems



2.1  Cellular Networks and Frequency Reuse Each cell has a base station. A base station functions as an access point for the mobile devices. A cell is defined by the coverage area of a base station. The coverage area defines a cell and its boundaries. A mobile device within the cell communicates wirelessly to the base station. Cellular networks have the interconnected base stations in the cells. The base stations interconnect via wire or fibre or wirelessly through base switching centres. Section 2.1.1 describes the cellular networks. Each neighbouring cell uses different frequency bands in GSM communication technology. The frequencies can be reused in nest to nest neighbouring cells. Section 2.1.2 describes the frequency reuse concept.



2.1.1  Cellular Networks for Mobile Smartphones Figure 2.1 shows mobile communication using a cellular network. A mobile service region is divided into cells. Size of the cell depends on the technology and frequency bands used within a cell. For example, in a CDMA 950 MHz network, the cell radius is 27 km and in a
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Wireless receiver and base station/switching center Cell boundary Wired or wireless interconnection between the cell base stations
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Figure 2.1 cells A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 and A6 in a cellular network



CDMA 1800 MHz network, it is 14 km. The cells may be taken as hexagonal, in shape as shown in the figure. Figure shows the region of cell A0 which is surrounded by six cells, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 and A6. Each cell has a base station. Assume that BS0, BS1, BS2, BS3, BS4, BS5 and BS6 are the base stations in Cells A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 and A6. A Boundary exists between adjacent cells. Cell boundaries of A0 touches the boundaries of A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 and A6. Cell boundaries define the coverage area. An ith base station BSi functions as an access point for the mobile service in cell region Ai. The base station is located in the cell centre. All mobile devices within a cell communicate between themselves through the base station only. The base stations connect among themselves through either guided (wire- or fibre-based networks) or wireless networks. A station can also connect to a public switching telephone network (PSTN). A multi-cell cellular network entails that when the transceivers (mobile phones) move from place to place, they will also have to switch from cell to cell. When a mobile device moves and reaches a cell boundary, there is handover by the initial cell’s base station. Switching on to the next cell occurs by a handover of the device connection to the neighbouring base station. Various mechanisms are used for the handover depending upon the type (GSM or 3G CDMA) of the cellular network. The mobile device switches from the channel currently in use to a new channel and the transition is completed without disrupting the ongoing communication.
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Chapters 3 and 4 will describe the device localization, calling, and handover processes in the GSM and CDMA cellular networks.



2.1.2  Frequency Reuse in Networks Each cell in a cellular network is surrounded by cells in all directions. Same frequency bands used at same instance at the same point causes interference. Adjacent cells have distinct frequencies. A FDMA standard specifies that there must be at least a one cell gap between cells which reuse the same frequency channel. If cell A0 is using frequency f0, then the cells A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 and A6 must use different frequencies. This avoids interference between the signals transmitted by different cells. Interference takes place when the frequencies are either equal or integral multiples of each other. Assume that cell A0 is using frequency f0 then cell A1 uses f1, cell A2 uses f2 and cell A3 can reuse f1. This is because A1 and A3 are not adjacent and there is a gap of one cell between them. Cell A4 reuses f2, cell A5 reuses f1 and cell A6 can reuse f2. Three separate frequencies f0, f1 and f2 are required in case frequencies are reused. Frequency reuse factor is 1/3. In this case at least one cell separation is kept so that frequency reuse is possible. Thus, there is a one cell gap between cells which reuse the same frequency channel. Alternatively, assume that cell A0 is using frequency f0 then cell A1 uses f1, cell A2 uses f2 and cell A3 uses f3. Cell A4 reuses f1, cell A5 reuses f2 and cell A6 can reuse f3. Here at least one cell separation is kept in order to reuse the frequency. A4 and A1 are not adjacent and separated by two intermediate cells. Four separate frequencies f0, f1, f2 and f3 are required in case frequencies are reused. Frequency reuse factor is 1/4. Here at least a two cell separation is kept in order to reuse the frequency. In this case, there is a two cell gap between cells which reuse the same frequency channel. Frequency reuse factors (u) can be 1/3, 1/4, 1/7, 1/9 and 1/12. The cell sizes can also be reduced when more frequencies are available for use in the cells. The formula for frequency reuse distance d = r √(3×n), where r is distance between cell centre and cell boundary and n is the number of surrounding cells to a cell. Each cell can be divided into sectors with each sector lying in a different direction from the Base Station’s (BS) perspective. Assume that a BS uses m antennae for m sectors. Each antenna can be in a different direction and can use the same frequency. There is space division in the cell and is called space division multiplexing. In this case the frequency reuse factor will be m/u. GSM mobile service networks use a reuse pattern of 3/4. Assume that the total bandwidth available to a GSM service is b. Then number of frequency channels that can be used = b/u. Each sector using SDMA (Space Division Multiple Access) can use bandwidth bs = b/m × u. GSM mobile service networks can thus use a set of frequency channels. The adjacent cells are allocated different frequency channels. CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) technology uses a spread spectrum (SS). It uses a wide range of frequencies, however the frequencies are used with a coding scheme. Assume that a School prescribes four colours of dresses and these are used by each class of students. A coding scheme can be prescribed for each class. For example, the scheme is
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that for Class 1, Red on Monday, Yellow on Tuesday, Green on Wednesday and Blue on Thursdays, for Class 2, Yellow on Monday, Red on Tuesday, Green on Wednesday and Blue on Thursdays, and so on. Similarly, all the frequencies in the spectrum are used with a coding scheme, distinct for each user. Same spectrum is used in the adjacent cell but the codes that are used for the chipping frequencies or frequency hopping sequences are different in the adjacent cells. Frequency reuse factor u = 1 for each sector and each cell. Each cell sector can be divided into picocells. Pre-4G services use the concept of picocells for further divisions into narrow regions and femtocells for further division of picocells. One picocell may correspond to one floor of a building.



2.1.3  Capacity Enhancement in Networks Capacity enhancement takes place due to frequency reuse. Multiplexing also enhances the capacity. Different channels, users, or sources can share a common space, time, frequency, or code for transmitting data The kind of multiplexing (TDMA, CDMA, SDMA, FDMA) determines how the above resources (space, time, frequency code) can be shared. Let us take another look at Example 1.13. The cellular network is GSM900 (900 MHz), frequency-band allotted to each cell is 200 kHz. There are 124 radio-channels using 25 MHz bandwidth at 890–915 MHz uplink. Each radio-channel can be time division multiplexed to further increase the capacity at a given bandwidth. GSM uses TDM of 8. Eight users use eight time slices during 4.6 ms. Therefore the capacity of each channel is further enhanced by 8. Capacity enhancement due to frequency reuse = k × m × u. Here k is the enhancement due to multiplexing, m is number of sectors formed in a cell and u is number of adjacent cells. A sector antenna can be divided into micro-sectors and each sector is along a specific beam transmitted by the antenna. Window Switched beam Smart antennae use can further enhance the capacity. An antenna can radiate p beams in different directions. Capacity enhancement due to frequency reuse = p × k × m × u.



2.2  Mobile Smartphones, Smart Mobiles and Systems Most mobile phones are now smartphones which communicate with other phones using a cellular service provider’s network. These days, smartphones are packed with smart functions and are available in smaller sizes. The applications of mobile phones are no longer confined to telephonic communication. Nowadays a mobile phone can synchronize, upload, and download data to and from a PC. A Smartphone includes a personal information manager (PIM), a handheld computer, and an entertainment device. New generation mobile phones pack in everything, from a computer to an FM radio and from video recording to TV viewing. It provides email and Internet connectivity. It can send files, click pictures and prepare albums. The following subsections discuss the main features of the present generation of mobile Smartphones and the technologies incorporated in them.
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2.2.1 Smartphone Features A mobile Smartphone is a handheld computing device. It is essentially a network-connected computer. Smartphones have the functionalities of mobile phones and several advanced functions on top of that. They offer a number of features besides voice communication. The main features of a Smartphone are as follows: ∑ A GSM, CDMA, or tri-band wireless radio interface to a cellular network (Fig.1.14) provided by a mobile service provider. ∑ A smart T9 keypad. A smart keypad is one that remembers previously keyed entries. T9 stands for ‘text-on-nine-keys’. It is a text input system that offers an alternative to a QWERTY keyboard’s multi-keys. T9 enables entering of textual characters on a numeric keypad by multi-tapping same key (multi-tapping is tapping a single key multiple times to get the desired letter or combination of letters). For example, to type the word ‘bye’ one would have to enter 2-2-9-9-9-3-3. In case of multiple words formed using the same combination of keys, a default word is displayed first and the user can choose from a list. Smart T9 keypads are useful for creating SMS messages and entering contact information. There is also the QWERTY keyboard, which is used for example, in BlackBerry. The key arrangement in a QWERTY keyboard is similar to that in a computer keyboard. ∑ LCD display or touch screen. ∑ Provide functions like phone calls as well as a PIM (Personal Information Manager) which provides applications such as phone contacts, contact addresses and emails, to do list for tasks, calculator, alarm, and calendar. ∑ Ability to send and receive SMS messages of up to 160 characters per SMS. ∑ Ability to send and receive MMS (multimedia messaging service), i.e.,messages containing digital images, video clips, and animations. ∑ Synchronization software IntelliSync in Blackberry or Symbian OS-devices’ in which a cradle connects the mobile device to a PC. In a cradle a serial port or an infrared port or a micro USB port in the mobile connects to the USB port of a computer. Data synchronization is used for resolving conflicts between different versions of the files during data exchange. Data can be an address book, contacts, calendar, to do task, folders and media files ∑ Smartphones are WAP, Wi-Fi and/or Internet enabled for Web page access, download, and other Web-based applications through a WAP gateway, proxy or XHTML based page access. ∑ Provisions for games, e-commerce, and e-ticketing. ∑ Bluetooth communication with PCs and neighbouring devices. ∑ Integration of location information and use of GPS. 2.2.1.1  Multimedia features in smartphones A smartphone also offers multimedia functionalities. It can play MP3 format audio and MP4 format video files (some phones may also support other formats such as WMA, AAC, etc.).
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  Many smartphones with multimedia features include cameras for still pictures and video recording. Some phones also offer picture-editing software which enables the user to edit, crop, and refine pictures on their cell phone handsets. Nowadays it is also possible to watch TV on a mobile phone using 3G HSPA/CDMA/EDGE/EGPRS connectivity. Many mobile service providers link up with various TV channels and enable users to enjoy mobile TV on the LCD or touch screens of their cell phones. Mobile phone manufacturers are creating bigger and better display and touch screens in phones in order to enhance picture clarity and quality of TV and video viewing.   Another popular application of multimedia phones is gaming. Increasingly sophisticated games are continuously being introduced in the market and some phones are designed with special hardware and software components in order to support better gaming experience for the user with enhanced graphics and faster interactions among the players. The Nokia N-Gage is an example Fig. 2.2  Nokia N8 of a gaming- oriented phone. It enables users to play networked multiplayer games. The Nokia N-series phones are designed to perform specific multimedia functions. The latest in this series, N8 (launched in 2010), focuses on multi-touch technology, video, music and media players. Some of the features of the N8 (Fig. 2.2) are as follows: • 3G HSDPA 850/900/1700/1900/2100 MHz, HSDPA 10.2 Mbps data rate; HSUPA, 2.0 Mbps, GSM/GPRS EDGE 850/900/1800/1900 MHz connectivity • Advanced voice calling functions such as an integrated hands-free speaker, voice dialling, voice recording, and conference calling • 16 GB storage, 256MB RAM, 512 MB ROM, microSD card for multimedia functions, storing calendar, contacts, and text messages • A music player optimized for listening to music. It can play audio files in MP3/ WMA/WAV/eAAC+ player, RealAudio, M4A, True Tones, AMR-WB, and AMRNB formats • Video files in formats such as MPEG4, DivX/XviD/MP4/H.264/H.263/WMV player and RealVideo • External speakers using a stereo audio jack • Stereo FM radio with RDS; FM transmitter • 12 Megapixel camera 4000x3000 pixels Carl Zeiss optics, autofocus, Xenon flash for video recording and still pictures, picture file formats bmp, jpg, gif and png • Video/photo editor • AMOLED capacitive touch screen (AMOLED means Active-Matrix Organic LED. It has a thin-file transistor (TFT) backplane. TFT switches each individual pixel on or off. AMODE facilitates higher resolution and larger size displays) • Display has 16M colors, 360 ¥ 640 pixels resolution, is 3.5 inches wide, supports multi-touch input, Proximity sensor is provided for auto turn-off, accelerometer sensor for UI (user interface) auto-rotate
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• TV-out (720p video) via HDMI (High-Definition Multimedia Interface) which enables streaming TV or YouTube







• PIM for managing features such as calendar, contacts, task lists, and PIM printing, Document viewer/editor like Word, Excel, PowerPoint and PDF







• Support for microUSB v2.0, Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n, UPnP (Universal Plug and Play) technology for hotspot connectivity, Bluetooth version v3.0 with A2DP for wireless connectivity, GPS , Ovi Maps 3.0, Digital compass and WAP 2.0/xHTML, HTML, browser for Internet browsing and RSS feeds







• Nokia PC Suite to synchronize data with the PC using a USB port or Bluetooth







• Battery with a digital talk time of up to 4 hours and standby time of up to 7.9 days



2.2.2 Digital Music Players Mobile computing is a term that encompasses an extremely wide range of applications for a user on the move and this includes entertainment. Digital (mobile) music players have revolutionized the way people listen to music. These players include software that play music files encoded in formats such as MP3, WMA, Realmedia, etc. on mobiles, PCs, and laptops. Realplayer, Windows Media Player, QuickTime Player, etc., are some examples of media-playing software. Digital music players also include media-playing hardware or handheld (portable) music players that play an assortment of digital media file formats such as MP3, AAC, WMA, and WAN. These players use flash memory. The capacity of these portable music players may vary from about 128 MB to over 80 GB. Some flashmemory-stick based players can store 15,000 songs or more. Most flash-based players can serve as storage devices. Present day media players enable video as well as audio playback. The leader in the handheld media player market is the Apple iPod. The following subsections describe the iPod range of devices and, in particular, the features and functions of the iPod Nano. 2.2.2.1 iPod NOW PLAYING



3.27



–1:15



MENU



Fig. 2.3  iPod nano mobile device



The iPod family of devices includes flash-based players. The iPods have simple user interfaces and are mostly designed around a central scroll wheel. The fifth generation iPod incorporates a video player. The iPods use the Apple iTunes software for transferring, storing, managing, and playing music and videos and displaying photos. Recent versions of iTunes offer photo and video synchronization features. Synchronization means that pictures and video files on PC and the ones downloaded in iPod can be transferred between the two – one way or both ways. The iPod Nano (Fig. 2.3) is was added to the iPod family in 2005 and had become quite a rage. The iPod Nano sports a flash-based memory with a colour screen display. Detailed features of the Apple iPod MA350LL/A (popularly known as iPod Nano White) are as follows:
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• Stores up to 240 songs in 1 GB, 500 songs in 2 GB, and 1,000 songs in the 4 GB version. • Supports Apple audio communication via AAC files anat speeds ranging between 16 kbps and 320 kbps. • Has a battery life of up to 14 hours for music playback and up to 4 hours for slide shows with music. • Has a fast charging battery (battery charges in ~1.5 hours up to 80% capacity and up to full capacity in ~3 hours). Has a 1.5 inch (diagonal) colour LCD with blue-white LED backlight. • Provides customized main menu to create multiple On-the-Go playlists, adjust audio-book playback speed, clicker playback through headsets, rate the songs, shuffle the songs or albums, repeat one or all songs, sound check (on or off) and use features such as 20 equalizer settings, sleep timer, and multilingual display. • Supports MP3, VBR, WAV, and AIFF file formats. It supports JPEG file photo display and download. It syncs iPod-viewable photos in BMP, TIFF, PSD (Mac only), and PNG formats. • Supports protected AAC files from the iTunes Music Store. It supports Audible (formats 2, 3, and 4). • Supports web browsing. • It sports a calendar and task-to-do lists. • Supports ear-bud headphones and a speaker phone. • It has a ports dock connector, a stereo mini jack, a USB through dock connector, and a USB cable.



2.2.2.2  Popular audio file formats Some popular audio file formats and their characteristics are discussed below. WAVE  The WAVE (short for Waveform audio) format is an audio format standard for storing audio. It is one of the methods for storing data in ‘chunks’. WAVE files usually contain uncompressed audio in the PCM (pulse-code modulation) format but they are also capable of holding compressed audio. The WAVE audio format can, therefore, be used by professionals for maximum audio quality and it can also be manipulated quite easily for storing compressed audio. It supports a variety of bit resolutions, sample rates, and channels of audio. RealAudio  The RealAudio format was developed by RealNetworks. It uses both lowbit rate formats for use over dialup modems and high-fidelity formats for music. It can also serve as a streaming audio format which can be played while it is being downloaded. RealAudio is used by many Internet radio stations to stream their programs in real time. The official playing software for the RealAudio file format is the RealPlayer. MP3 (MPEG-1 audio layer 3) is perhaps the most popular of the digital audio encoding and compression formats available today. It is designed to reduce the size of audio files to about 10% of the original uncompressed files without compromising too much on sound
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quality. It became an ISO/IEC standard in 1991. Pulse-code-modulation-encoded audio is represented using the MP3 format. MP3 takes up less space than straightforward encoding methods because it uses psycho-acoustic models to remove components, which are almost inaudible to the human ear, from audio files.



2.2.3 Bluetooth and Wi-Fi Bluetooth earlier was a proprietary and created by famous Telecom Company, Ericsson in 1994. Bluetooth communication has a serial COM port emulator. It gives a wireless alternative to use the RS-232 data cables. Bluetooth network is self-configuring network. The network creates personal area networks (PANs). The network also transfers the data with high levels of security. It consists of eight networked devices in one picocell. A picocell is within 10 m distance. Bluetooth is now accepted as an open wireless technology IEEE standard for exchanging data over short distances. It uses short wavelength radio transmissions in fixed as well as mobile devices. Bluetooth in mobile devices uses versions 1.2, 2.1 and 3.0. Bluetooth data throughputs are 1, 3 and 24 MHz, respectively. Bluetooth 3.0 enables fast transfer of video files to the neighbouring Bluetooth device at a maximum distance of about 10 m. [A network of picocells join together to form a scatternet. A scatternet provides communication up to 100 m.] Bluetooth 1.2 and 2.1 are used for transfer of contact information and files. Advanced audio distribution profile (A2DP) with Bluetooth enables streaming of stereo audio to the nearby Bluetooth device. WiFi 802.11b and 802.11n support data transfer at 54 Mbps, 2.4 GHz and 600 MHz, respectively. 802.11b uses DSSS/FHSS and OFDM. 802.11g uses DSSS in place of OFDM and operates at data transfer rate 54 Mbps using 2.4 GHz carrier.



2.2.4 GPS A mobile smartphone can have a global positioning system (GPS) (also known as geographical positioning system) receiver or can be provided the GPS location through its service provider. GPS receiver receives signals transmitted by various GPS satellites orbiting the earth. Timing circuits of all satellites are synchronized. Each signal carries this time stamp information. Let us assume that the time stamp from the ith satellite is t0i. Example 1.5 shows how to calculate tdirect (the time taken for a line-of-sight direct path between a transmitter and receiver). Each satellite signal will have a different value for tdirect. Let us assume that this value is tdirect(i) for the ith satellite. The receiver i will receive the signal at instance ti = t0i + tdirect(i) and it reads t0i from the time stamp in the signal and thus calculates tdirect(i) from ti and t0i. GPS satellites orbit round the earth such that at any instance, at least three GPS satellites are in the line of sight of any location on the globe.
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Assume that satellites i, j, k are in line of sight at a location. The values, tdirect(i), tdirect(j), tdirect(k), ..., for the i, j, k, ... satellites give their distances from current geographical position of the mobile. These distance using geometrical relationships or lookup tables in memory give the latitude and longitude of the mobile position. The latitude and longitude values are used to identify name of the location in the mobile vicinity. The map of surrounding area is either downloaded in real time or taken from the stored data in the mobile. A display panel shows both the map as well as the marked location. The geographical location is continuously marked and changed on the map on the displaypanel when the mobile device moves.



2.2.5  Gyroscope and Accelerometer A gyroscope is a sensor which measures the change in velocity (angular acceleration) as well as change in direction (angle). These measurements are used in mobile gaming applications running on a smart device. Motion gestures of a game player can also be used in gaming. Accelerometer is a sensor which detects linear acceleration along three axes x, y and z. Therefore it detects up/down, right/left and front/back accelerations given to the device by the user. When user initiates the vibration shocks, device shake and device fall, the built in sensor notes these changes. The OS built-in application takes note of the measurements using a gyroscope or accelerometer and initiates actions according to the program.



2.2.6 Digital Compass and Magnetometer A digital compass in a mobile phone shows the directions north, south, east and west . It also shows the direction in which the phone’s display screen is inclined. It shows by how many degrees the device ‘north’ is inclined from actual (earth’s_ North in a clockwise direction. Magnetometer is provided in Apple iPhone 4 and several mobile smartphones. Magnetometers present in the device enables 3-dimensional interactions without touch from nearby mobile device. Software monitors the changes in magnetic fields around the smartphone and identifies the user’s gestures. Hand holding the device or use of a tiny magnet with the user provides the user interactions. Assume the device is kept in the pocket that has some magnetic material containing device. Then the device senses that and switches OFF automatically. Similarly bring the device on hand, switches it ON.



2.2.7 Camera Camera up to 12 Megapixel (4000 × 3000 pixels) is provided in smartphones. A smartphone camera may provide Carl Zeiss optics. Carl Zeiss is a globally famous optics company. These cameras may provide auto-focus, Xenon or LED flash for pictures and videos. Picture file formats can be bmp, jpg, gif or png.
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2.2.8 2 D and 3D Graphics and HDMI Mobile smartphones provide support to 2D and 3D graphics. They may also support HDMI (high definition multimedia interface). It is a compact audio/video interface. It is used for transmitting digital data without compression. Bandwidth is 340 MHz and data transfer rate is 10.2 Gbps. It connects to computers, set-top boxes, DVD players and digital television.



2.3 Handheld Pocket Computers Handheld computing devices come in many manifestations. One of these is the Smartphone. Handheld computers can also be used on the move like Smartphones. However, these pocketsized PCs differ from Smartphones and multimedia phones in that they can be programmed for customized applications. They offer a variety of application and programming tools not included in the new generation mobile phones. Unlike Smartphones, which usually use the text-on-nine-keys (T9) format, handheld computers have full text keypad or a touch screen keypad. A stylus or finger touch or gestures may be used to enter data into handheld devices such as palmtops. Some handheld devices allow the user to write on the screen using a stylus and incorporate special software for handwriting recognition. These hand-held computers include word processors and spreadsheet software as well as PIM (Section 2.2.1) software. Handheld computers may include QWERTY keyboards or touch screens with finger or gesture or stylus for data inputs. Pocket computers are different from laptops, notebooks, and sub-notebooks in respect to the following features: • Pocket PCs do not have CD drives and hard disks. Instead, they use flash memory or microSD card. Most handheld computers allow the insertion of a memory stick as secondary memory. (A memory stick is a removable flash memory card.) A microSD card is placed inside the handheld device and it provides internal memory. The card can be replaced after opening the back cover of the device. • Clock speeds of pocket computer processors are limited up to 200 MHz due to considerations regarding battery life. • Unlike laptops and notebooks, which use regular microcomputer-operating systems, pocket computers have specially designed operating systems which are scaled to the requirements of the software, hardware, and peripherals used in handheld computers. A few examples of such operating systems are Windows CE, Windows 7, Mac OS 4 and Android.



2.4 Handheld Devices Not only has there been a transformation of titanic proportions in computing devices, but the operating systems used in these devices have also been revolutionized in the last 20 years. Chapter 15 will describe the three most popular mobile OSes (Symbian, Windows CE, Windows Phone 7 and Android). These operating systems provide interfaces, perform
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allocation and management functions, and act as platforms for running the increasingly sophisticated software that are created for mobile computing devices. These operating systems provide middleware, application development APIs and UIs (User interfaces) development APIs. In this section we will take a look at some of these operating systems and the functions they enable in a device.



2.4.1 Windows CE based Devices Windows CE is an operating system from Microsoft. It is a real-time operating system meant for handheld computers and embedded systems. The Windows CE kernel is different from the kernel of the desktop versions of Windows. It is meant for computing devices with low storage and can be run in about 1 MB of memory. Windows CE OS memory needs are large. Windows CE can support a wide range of hardware. There are various versions of Windows CE to support different CPUs such as NEC MIPS, Intel StrongARM, AMD X86, etc. Some of the features in Windows CE devices are as follows: • Windows CE supports multitasking on handheld devices. • High resolution colour/display, touch screen, and stylus keypad • Complex APIs in Windows CE. It gives the user a PC-like feel and Windows- like GUIs • PIM, MS Office, Internet Explorer features on handheld mobile system • The CompactFlash card slots to extend memory and extension card slots • OS memory requirement is large but scales to the requirement of the device peripherals • Built-in microphone for voice recording • USB port. A cradle connects the handheld device to PC (A cradle is an attachment on which the handheld device can rest near a PC and connect to the PC via a USB or serial port, Bluetooth, or infrared) • Infrared port to communicate with mobile phones and external modems • Digital camera card • Games • Microsoft Windows Media Player and other media players • ActiveSync for synchronizing mobile data with PC using a USB, serial port, PC infrared port, or Ethernet LAN for interfacing. (ActiveSync is a synchronization software from Microsoft. It resolves conflicts in versions of the files during data exchange and facilitates the use of multiple service providers and service managers.) • Needs high processor clock speed • Windows Mobile (formerly known as PocketPC) is a suite of basic applications for handheld devices along with a compact operating system. Windows Mobile is based on the Windows CE platform. There are many different versions of Windows
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Mobile. The application software suite includes the pocket (small screen display) versions of Excel, MSWord, PIM, Internet Explorer, and Outlook. It supports JavaScript and ActiveX programs. It also includes the Windows Media Player for playing files in various audio and video formats. • Windows 7 Phone is the latest OS from Microsoft which replaces Windows Mobile for smartphones with multimedia features.



2.4.2  Mac OS 4 based devices Mac OS X is used in Apple iPhones. Mac OS has four abstract layers. First layer is for basic and the second is for core services. Third is the media layer and fourth is the touch layer called Cocoa Touch layer. The OS requires 500 MB. Actual memory requirement depends on the OSversion. Mac OS gives very fast responding UIs. These APIs enable direct manipulation using multi touch gestures. Apple iPhone 4 uses Mac OS4. All applications are developed using Mac OS 4 and SDK for the Apple iPhone 4 and iPad. iPad is a new Table handheld computer from Apple. 2.4.2.1 Apple iPhone 4 The iPhone was announced in January 2007 by Apple CEO Steve Jobs. The iPhone brings together the features of an iPod, a Smartphone, a digital camera, and a handheld computer. The iPhone is a multimedia and Internet-enabled mobile phone. Apple iPhone 4 is the latest version. It uses A4 processor. A4 is a power efficient processor for the mobiles. The main features/functionalities of the iPhone are listed below: • It runs on Mac OS 4 X operating system. • Multitasking OS • Three versions with 2 GB, 4 GB and 8 GB flash memory.. • Wide, touch-sensitive, 3.5-inch display screen, which has a resolution of 960× 640 pixels. LCD backlit display with a pixel density of 326 pixels/inch and pixel size being 78 mm. It has an ambient light sensor which senses the lights in proximity and automatically adjusts screen brightness to save power. • Large Multi-Touch capacitive display senses the finger touches, multiple touches, dragging, swiping, rolling-down or up, tapping, pinching, flicking, or twisting. They function as advanced gestures based UIs. The user sends commands to run applications and control games.1 • A proximity sensor shuts down the display and touch screen when the phone is held to the ear. • It also incorporates multi-touch sensing1 and a virtual keypad. The virtual keypad has automatic spell checking, predictive word capabilities, and a dynamic dictionary. • The iPhone has only a single physical button, called home. The user controls the iPhone by sliding a finger across its touch-sensitive 3.5-inch display. No stylus is needed, nor can one be used. The touch screen requires bare skin to operate.
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• It makes a phone call by simply pointing the finger at a name or number in a call log, address book or favourites list. Another innovative use of the contacts list is that using a new technology, the iPhone automatically synchronizes all contacts from a PC, Mac, or Internet service. • A special phone-call feature automatically adjusts music volume with incoming phone calls. • High definition video and video editing • FaceTime call – it enables face to face video calling or even conferencing • Video calling on iPhone 4 to iPhone 4 over Wi-Fi • An easy-to-use conference call feature lets users connect two calls with one touch of the screen. The iPhone allows conferencing, call holding, call merging, and caller ID. • It sports the Visual Voicemail feature which allows users to skip directly to voicemails they want to hear. • SMS text messaging on the iPhone is similar to iChat, with user dialogue encased in bubbles with familiar iChat sounds, and a touch keyboard appears below for entering text. • It supports full iTunes integration. It provides for iPod audio and photo file formats and functions, for example, shuffling of songs, repeat one or all, sound check on or off, and 20 equalizer settings. • It synchronizes the music and videos from iTunes, contacts, calendars, photos, notes, bookmarks, and e-mail accounts with the IMAP or POP3 e-mail service. • It supports SMS, calendar, photo, camera (5-megapixel camera) with flash LED, calculator, charts (e.g., stocks) • Supports maps (integrated Google maps functionality lets users look up locations, search for local businesses, and view satellite imagery), weather, note pad, clock, settings, phone, mail (including Yahoo free push email service), Web browsing, multimedia player, and iPod. • It seamlessly synchronizes data for Internet HTML web browsing service and e-mail service and it works with any Mac or PC. • It connects to a computer via cable, IEEE 802.11b/g WiFi or Bluetooth 2.0 capabilities. • iAd mobile advertising platform • Security by long password and encryption key • iBooks—reading of books wirelessly through iPhone • Supports multi-touch sensing which is a relatively new technology in the field of human—computer interaction. Jeff Han, a consultant research scientist at the New York University, says “while touch sensing is commonplace for single points of contact, multi-touch sensing enables a user to interact with a system with more than one finger at a time, as in chording and bi-manual operations. Such sensing
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devices are inherently also able to accommodate multiple users simultaneously, which is especially useful for larger interaction scenarios such as interactive walls and tabletops” (Han 2006).



2.4.3 Symbian OS based Devices The Symbian OS is the most widely used operating system for Smartphones. It runs exclusively on ARM processors. The structure of Symbian OS is much like that of some desktop operating systems. It offers pre-emptive multitasking, multithreading, and memory protection. Because the Symbian OS was initially designed for handheld devices with limited resources, it strongly emphasizes on memory conservation. Also Symbian OS embodies event-based programming and when applications are not directly concerned with events, the CPU is switched off. Such techniques are very useful in conserving battery life. Nokia N8 is Symbian 3 based device. Some of the features of a recent version of Symbian OS^3 are as follows: • Support for WLAN • One-click connection to Internet • Symbian Web runtime (which adds a Web application runtime environment ) brings the power of Web 2.0 to Symbian • Improves and speeds up Smartphone performance • Intelligent network management. • Optimising for high speed when uploading photos or smooth streaming for a VoIP call or video feed • Multi-Touch capacitive display senses the finger touches, multiple touches, dragging, swiping, rolling-down or up, tapping, pinching, flicking, or twist. They function as advanced gestures based UIs. The user sends the commands to run applications and control the games • Support for YouTube • High-end security enhancement features • Graphics support including support for 3D rendering • Multiple email accounts, remote source feeds such as weather forecasts • OS enables writing applications using Java, Python, Adobe flash and Silverlight • Multi language support to serve a larger range of consumers • Native support for Wi-Fi • Support for FOTA (firmware over-the-air) • Improved memory management • Low boot-time • Native support for Push-to-talk The Nokia N8 Smartphone runs on the multitasking Symbian^3 OS. It offers organizational and multimedia applications. It has the functionalities listed in Section 2.2.1.
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2.4.4 Linux based Mobile Devices Most operating systems used in mobile devices are designed for use on specific hardware and offer a platform for only select software applications. Linux, however, can be modified easily to suit different sorts of hardware and software applications. Being an open source OS, it enables the user to customize the device to suit specific needs. The Embedded Linux Consortium (ELC) is an association which promotes Linux and develops standards for Linux in embedded systems. They also develop standards for designing user interfaces, managing power consumption in devices, and real-time operation of embedded Linux. The ELC platform specification (ELCPS) is also a result of this consortium. Linux is also considered to be more secure than most other operating systems. Also Linux support is easily available from the many forums and associations that promote this OS. Many international mobile phone manufacturers are turning to Linux for their OS requirements. The Motorola ROKR E2 music phone is an example of a Linux-based mobile phone. Its main features are listed below: • A 240 × 320 TFT display with 262,000 colours • USB 2.0 PC networking for fast ‘drag-and-drop’ data transfer • Built-in FM radio • Support for Motorola’s iRadio service • Support for Bluetooth. • 3 megapixel camera for video capture and playback • MMS (multimedia messaging service) enabled • Opera web browser • ‘Airplane mode’ for safely listening to music when aboard an aircraft • PIM (personal information manager) with picture caller ID 2.4.4.1 Android based Devices Latest version of Android is Android 2.2 (Froyo) which is based on Linux Kernel 2.6.32 and Apache Server. The devices based on it have following features: • CDMA/EVDO, 802.1x, Updated technology support for CDMA/EVDO, 802.1x, • VPNs (Virtual private networks) • Function as tethered modem on connecting to USB. • Function as WiFi hotspot functionality • Softkey pad with auto word prediction; Gestures based UIs, Track multi-touch events • Virtual keyboard • Camera, Camcorder, Gallery interface and interface for users to select multiple photos for deletion, • Built in flash support for Camera and Digital Zoom • Animated screen transitions, Voice Search
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• Search bookmarks, history, contacts, and web from the home screen • WGA screen resolution • HTML 5 support, Just In Time (JIT) implementation improves speed • JavaScript engine integrated to browser, file upload fields in the Browser • Google Maps 3.1.2 andMicrosoft Exchange support • Bluetooth 2.1, Contact sharing over Bluetooth • Live Wallpapers • Application launcher • Installing applications to expandable memory • Voice dialing; Text-to-speech engine • Adobe flash 10.1 support



2.4.5  e-book Reader Mobile and Handheld devices Adobe offers in multiple languages e-Book readers for PocketPC and Symbian OS based mobile devices. An e-book reader is a software running on a computer to read ebooks, newspapers, and magazines. The device should have the ability to read in sunlight and should be portable.



2.5 Smart Systems This section discusses smart systems that have embedded computational devices. Smart systems provide comfort, efficiency, and remote access to devices and appliances. Smartcards, labels, and tokens are widely used in consumer goods and service industries. Smartcards have multiple applications in our day-to-day lives in their numerous forms such as credit cards, identification cards, key cards, etc. Sensors and actuators are electronic devices that make automated systems possible. This section also covers automated robotic systems and smart appliances. We will also review these in the following subsections.



2.5.1 Smartcards Smartcards (also known as integrated circuits cards or ICC) are small, pocket-sized cards with electronic processing circuits embedded in them. Some smartcards are simply memory cards, meant for storing data. These cards function as rewriteable memory devices for storing and updating data. Smartcards may also have embedded microprocessor circuits. Smartcards have been used since the 1970s. Earlier smartcards were used as telephone cards in European payphones. Smartcards maybe divided into contact smartcards and contact-less smartcards. Contact smartcards have small gold-coated pins on the chip that provide contact with the electrical circuits of the card reader when the card is inserted in it. The size, shape, electrical
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characteristics, communications protocols, command formats, and functions of smartcards are defined by the ISO/IEC 7816 and ISO/IEC 7810 standards. Examples of contact smartcards are the telephone cards used in public telephones in some European countries. Contact-less cards communicate with the card readers using the RF (radio frequency) induction technology. These cards have to be held close to the reader antenna. The chip size is few mm× few mm. The chip lies in between the inner layers of the card. The chip circuit includes a computer, memory, and a transceiver. A transceiver is a circuit for transmitting and receiving signals. Smartcards have secured hardware. For example, certain memory sections are accessible only to the program and the OS once the card is personalized. JavaCard is used to program smartcards. Some applications of smartcards are as follows: • A card is used for financial transactions as a credit card or ATM/debit card. • A card can store personal ID (even photo) and personal information. • A card can store the medical records of the holder (This may provide doctors a faster way of accessing patient records by reading this card through a PC). • An employee in an enterprise uses a card to open the security locks at work and log in. • A student uses a card to get books issued from the college library. Smartcards do not have batteries. The energy is provided by the card reader. The computer in the card is activated by power (through radiation in a contact-less card and through the IC pins on the card surface in a contact card) from a nearby reader (also called host). A card has a fabrication key, personalization key, and utilization lock embedded in it. Fabrication key identifies a card uniquely. The host machine remote server (e.g., a bank) uses the personalization key that the server inserted to activate and program the card for enabling future transactions. The utilization lock is used by the server to lock or unlock the use of the card. For example, on card expiry the server locks the card. Server locks the card temporarily when wrong password is used three or four times. This prevents the access to server access by unauthorized user. The card can then communicate with the host after appropriate interchanges for authentication. ASK 13.56 Mbps is used for contact-less communication at data rates of ~1 Mbps. A metallic squared foil at the side of the card surface acts as the antenna for transmitting ASK signals to a host. The host is a device which reads the card and performs requested transactions. The host connects to a PC or remote server through a phone line, Internet leased line, or a fibre line. The standard for contact-less smartcard communications is ISO/IEC 14443. Figure 2.4(a) shows a smartcard and its host. Application protocol data unit (APDU) is an accepted standard for card—host communication. Computer communication to a host as well as the card hardware is secured. These deploy cryptographic protocols for interchange of the messages to and from the host. Figure 2.4(b) shows the software components in a smartcard. There are two programs: one for in-card applications and other for transactions through the host. Some examples of in-card application are storing the balance available in the bank account after the last transaction,
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Figure 2.4  (a) Smartcard and its host (b) Software components in a smartcard



storing the medical history, storing reward points granted by the credit card issuing service, etc. Off-card applications include communicating the card info and previously stored history to a host for authentication and running applications on the host.



2.5.2 Smart Labels Generally, a label serves the purpose of identifying the contents of a package. For example, a barcode label on a book packs in information about the publisher, title, author, publishing date, and reprint edition of a book. Barcode labels are also used in stores so that a reading machine can identify the product and its price. A label differs from a card in terms of thickness and visibility. A label using wireless means for product identification can be concealed inside the product. A smart label has a processor, memory, transceiver, and antenna similar to a contact- less smartcard. Smart labels are essentially an earlier version of the now popular RFID (radio frequency identification) tags. Labels are powered by the received signals just like smartcards. Since wireless communication is used, the label need not be visible when implanted into a product or package. The smart labels are networked together using a central reading and computational device (host) or PC. Cluster of labels form a network similar to a LAN network. Figure 2.5(a) shows a network of labels. A collision-sense-and-avoidance protocol is used so that multiple labels are not allocated the same ID tag and the central server can uniquely identify each one. The central server can also detect the removal of a labelled product or packet from a product-shelf and raises alarm in case the product does not reach the destined point, for example the cash counter in a store.
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Figure 2.5  (a) Network of labels (b) Software components in a smart label



A label may use secured hardware and server-authentication software. Figure 2.5(b) shows the software components in a smart label.



2.5.3 RFID RFID is an automatic identification method for remote storage and retrieval of data on RFID tags. RFID tags are objects that are tagged (attached) onto people, products, or animals to enable their identification using radio waves from a nearby source. RFID tag or label usually contains integrated circuit and antenna. RFID computations are usually limited to transmission of the tags’ contents. Data transfer rates of up to 115 kbps with signals from 915 MHz, 868 MHz (at the higher end of the spectrum) to 315 MHz and 27 MHz (at the lower end of the spectrum) can be recommended by a regulator. Figure 2.6 shows an RFID tag and its hotspot. Each RFID tag is monitored by a hotspot which is in the vicinity of the tag and has a line-of-sight access to it. Each RFID has a processor, memory, and transceiver for backscattering of hotspot RF, a charge pump (to collect charge for internal power source from electrical current induced in the antenna by the incoming radio frequency signal from hotspot power up and to transmit a response), and an antenna. The hotspot has a computer and wireless transceivers to transmit and receive
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Figure 2.6  RFID and hotspot



signals from the RFID tags. The hotspots connect to the Internet through a leased line, wireless, or mobile services. A mobile device or PC with a wireless interface is programmed to function as the hotspot. When RFID tag is at distance less than 20 cm, then a device using NFC protocol can identify the tag. The active NFC device generates RF field which induces the currents in RFID and generates power. Using that power RFID transmits the identification tag contents.



2.5.4 Smart Tokens Tokens are used for authentication purposes before an action, such as granting entry into a restricted area, is initiated. A smart token is an encapsulated circuit. The circuit consists of embedded processor and memory. Token sizes are small, usually of the order of a shirt button or a pen nib. They use either a wire-based protocol and communicate at 16–128 kbps or ASK 13.56 Mbps for contact-less communication. Some examples of smart tokens are as follows: • A smart token for granting permission to employees to enter a work place • A smart token to remotely open car doors • Defence departments can accept only authenticated parcels. A smart token in a button form can be concealed within a parcel and used for authentication of supplies sent to defence departments.



2.5.5 Sensors Sensors are electronic devices that sense the physical environment, for example, there are sensors for temperature, pressure, light, metal, smoke, and proximity to an object. The sensor sends the signals to a computer or controller. A microphone is used to recognize voices.
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A sensor may be sophisticated set of many tiny devices. A CCD (charge-coupled device) based camera is used to sense and identify various objects. A camera can have 2 to 12 Mpixels. Each pixel generates the signals from a CCD. The signals are converted to digital. An analog to digital converter is used. Sensors in a mobile device facilitate interaction of the device with the surroundings. Some examples are as follows: • A sensor for background noise can be used to control voice amplification during a call. • A sensor for surrounding light can be used to control the brightness of the LCD screen. It reduces power dissipation for displays when the ambient light levels are very low. • A sensor, for measuring the strength of the signal received, controls the amplifications of received signals. • A microphone senses voice. It sends the voice signals to a speech processing system (SPS). The SPS authenticates the mobile owner. Then, the SPS can also be used to dial a spoken number, interpret, and execute spoken commands. • Gyroscope to measure angular velocities and direction along three axes. • Accelerometer to measure device linear acceleration along three axes for noting the vibration shocks or fall. • A proximity sensor can be used to turn on a device. Smart sensors are the sensors with processor and memory. They have computational, communication, and networking capabilities. They are deployed to communicate information to a network, a central computer, or a controller. A robotic system or an industrial automation system has multiple smart sensors embedded in it. A smart sensor consists of the sensing device processor, memory, analog-to-digital converter (ADC), signal processing element, wireless or infrared receiver and transmitter, and performs communicational as well as computational functions. Smart sensors are generally programmed using assembly language or C.



2.5.6 Actuators An actuator receives the signals from a controller or central computer and accordingly activates a physical device, appliance, or system. Examples of such physical devices are—a servomotor in a robot’s hand, loudspeaker, power transistor (for supply the electric current to an oven), solenoid-valve actuator, a transmitting device in a sensor network, etc. A smart actuator receives the commands or signals from a network, mobile device, computer, or controller and accordingly activates the physical device or system. Sensor–actuator pairs are used in control systems. For example, a temperature sensor and current actuator pair controls the oven temperature, a light sensor and bulb current actuator pair controls the light levels, and a pressure sensor and valve actuator pair controls the pressure.
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Industrial plants have large numbers of pairs of sensors and actuators. A set of smart sensors and actuators are networked using a control area network bus (CAN bus), for example, in an automobile or industrial plant. Smart sensors can be programmed in assembly language or C using development tools.



2.5.7 Sensors and Actuators for Robotic Systems Robotic systems incorporate a variety of overlapping technologies from the fields of artificial intelligence and mechanical engineering. Robotic systems are essentially programmable devices consisting of mechanical actuators and sensory organs that are linked to a computer embedded in them. The mechanical structure might involve manipulators, as in industrial robotics, or might concern the movement of the robot as a vehicle, as in mobile robotics. Some examples of sensors used in robotic systems are as follows: • Acceleration and force sensors in the right and left feet • Infrared distance sensors at the head and hands • CCD camera in eyes • Angular rate sensor at the middle • Microphones in ears • Pinch detection at the belly • Thermo sensors and touch sensors at shoulders, hands, and head Some of the actuators used in a robot are: • At the mouth, there can be a speaker to let a robot issue commands to other robots or relay sensed information via spoken messages. Transceiver wireless network access point
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Figure 2.7  (a) Robots playing robo-soccer (b) Sensors, actuators, and transceivers in a robot
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• At each moving joint—feet, knee, waist, neck, shoulder, hand, and gripper palm, there are actuators and motors. The sensors transmit, through internal wires, the signals to the embedded processors at the central computer chip in the robot. The robot wirelessly communicates data to a central server when the actions of a group of robots need to be synchronized. Wirelessly communicating robots are mobile and are used in industrial plants for moving in areas not easily accessible by humans. Master-slave systems of robots can be used for a variety of purposes. The master robot, in such a system, sends commands to the other (slave) robots. Figure 2.7(a) shows an arrangement of robots playing robo-soccer. Figure 2.7(b) shows sensors, actuators, and transceivers in a robot. Robot sensors can be programmed using. 



2.5.8 Smart Appliances With the present generation of automation technology, it is possible to control home appliances and security systems using a cell phone or computer. Home appliances can be networked using power lines. Signals of frequencies up to 525 kHz can be induced in such lines. These signals can be communicated from one appliance to another, thus forming a network. The devices can also communicate though a central server. Home appliances can also be networked using very short-range wireless protocols, such as Bluetooth or ZigBee.
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Figure 2.8  Network of appliances
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Smart home and office appliances are web-enabled devices. A smart appliance can be allotted a web address. The appliance then connects to the Internet through a residential gateway. The gateway enables the user to access devices, such as the home computer, home MP3 player, security locks, etc., from outside using the WLAN, Internet or an access point of a mobile service provider. Figure 2.8 shows a network of appliances. A residential gateway is a system that interconnects the home appliances (e.g., media player, computer, security-locks, lights, oven, refrigerator, and air conditioner) and the Internet. An authentication process is first carried out. Once a user is authenticated, the gateway allows access from outside to the home devices or vice versa. The gateway can also use a service-provider server for the networking functions. A smart appliance can also be allotted a number by the mobile service provider. It can then be controlled from a smartphone using the SMS service. For example, a smart AC can be switched off by an SMS in case one forgets to switch it off while leaving home. The AC can also be switched on using an SMS so that one finds the cool room on getting back home. A new concept that is currently under development is e-Maintenance of an appliance. The maintenance service provider can access the appliance through the web and diagnose the appliance for any malfunction.



2.5.9 Set-top Boxes A set-top box is a sophisticated computer-based device. It has data, media, and network processing capabilities. It interconnects the home TV and the broadcasting service network. Java is the most commonly used programming language in a set-top box. Set-top boxes run deciphering and encrypting software. There is a software component, called a device agent, which administers the device on behalf of the service provider. This mechanism of operation is similar to that of a mobile phone device, where the server of mobile service provider manages and administers the operation of the device. The set-top box sends its output to telephone lines, cable coaxial lines, and wireless antennae. The set-top box outputs provide the feedback channels for interactive TV, web browsing, and the service provider. The box also gets inputs from the wireless antennae, cable coaxial lines, telephone-lines, and satellite-dish antennae. Set-top boxes have multi-channel tuners. A demultiplexer separates the channel selected by the user. A decoder decodes access conditions for the channel. The signals received from the service provider are deciphered in the set-top box. The device has a conditional access system, so that the access to a TV channel is limited to the period of time permitted by the service provider of that channel. Let us consider the following example to explain this. One pays the electricity charges according to energy consumed in a month. Similarly, the set-top box records and tracks the period for which a channel is used and the service provider charges the user in accordance with the usage of each channel. Figure 2.9 shows the functions in a set-top box. The Set-top box, like the Smartphone, can be used to serve a multitude of functions. A few examples of this are as follows:
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Figure 2.9  Functions in a Set-top box











• The set-top box provides a platform for Java-based multimedia games. • Some set-top boxes include wireless keypads to interact with the TV for selecting, tuning, adjusting contrast, picture, and sound quality, for playing video games, and for Internet browsing. • Set-top boxes have hard disks and a CD-ROM drive. • A set-top box can be connected to a PC or printer via a USB port.



2.6 Limitations of Mobile Devices Mobile devices have gained immense popularity in past two decades and the task of upcoming technologies is to offer more and more innovative applications and contribute to its growth. The primary goals that a mobile device is expected to fulfill are the twin objectives of efficiency and convenience. A mobile device is successful only if the end users accept it as a helpful tool that increases their productivity and provides for a more convenient way of life. However, the use of mobile devices has its flip side too. Mobile devices are limited in various ways such as hardware limitations, quality of mobile service, security during communication and transmission, connectivity troubles, etc. This section will discuss constraints in mobile devices.
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2.6.1 Quality and Security of Service Technical restrictions and practical considerations render it difficult for service providers and device manufactures to ensure that the mobile device operations run uninterrupted. The greatest challenge facing mobile computing is maintaining quality of service along with the provisioning of seamless access to all users. 2.6.1.1 Accessibility Each mobile device is limited by accessibility constraints. Smart labels on packages have limited access because their transmitted signals are low in power. These labels can only be read within very short ranges. An RFID access is limited to ranges within line of sight. Also, RFID transmissions require hotspots close by due to low transmitted signal strength. (A hotspot is an access point for an RFID. An access point is a wireless system which acts as an interface for mobile systems, sensing systems, and embedded systems to connect to a mobile network, wireless LAN, or the Internet.) 2.6.1.2 Range Signal strength is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the transmission source. In addition to this, there is degradation of signal quality due to reflection, scattering, and diffraction. Therefore, the access to a mobile device is limited to the range up to which the signal strength is such that it can be separated from the noise and up to which multipath delays can be compensated for by digital signal processing techniques to restore signal quality. 2.6.1.3 Connectivity There may be connectivity loss or intermittent connectivity in certain situations. The atmospheric conditions and changes in environment affect signal strength. Water has a refractive index of 1.33 compared to 1 in the case of air. The velocity of the waves reduces from 3 × 108 m/s to about 2.25 × 108 m/s and attenuation of UHF and near microwave region frequencies also takes place in water. As an example, in the event of heavy rain, there may be complete loss of connectivity. 2.6.1.4 Security A mobile device has security constraints. Unsolicited advertisements and unwanted messages may be drop-delivered to a device. Virus attacks on mobile devices can cause a software crash or even corrupt the hardware. Hackers may hack into a device and render it functionless or threaten integrity and security of the data stored on the device. Noise signals transmitted by an attacker can jam a mobile device. Repeated transmission of unwanted signals by an attacker can drain the resources of the device. Energy resources are depleted when computations are forced and authentication algorithms are run repeatedly. 2.6.1.5 Mobility Non-availability of an access point or base station (Fig. 1.14) and other infrastructural issues restrict the mobility of a device. In remote areas, for example, there may be no base stations
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or Wi-Fi hotspots. There can be loss of connectivity and no access to the Internet for sensors, labels, automotive systems, RFID tags, and cell phones. The use of different standards in different regions may limit the operability of a device. For example, a GSM phone may not be operable in all continents hence hampering global roaming for the user. Also, some service providers may not be able to provide connectivity in all parts of the country or in other continents, etc. 2.6.2 Energy Constraints in Devices All mobile devices have limited energy stored in their battery. Also, battery power is limited due to considerations such as size, weight, and bulk of mobile devices. The devices, therefore, need to be recharged after short periods of time. In this way energy availability also limits device mobility. Some devices such as smartcards, smart labels, remote sensors, and actuators do not even have a battery of their own. They derive their energy from the radiation received from a wireless source in vicinity. Such devices, therefore, require these sources to operate. 2.6.2.1  Mobile Computing Strategy A processor circuit dissipates higher energy when its clock frequency is higher. Computational speed is higher at higher clock frequency. A device is, therefore, programmed so that only computations such as graphic image processing run at full processor speed. The clock frequency is reduced for the other computations to save power. The clock is activated only when a device interrupts or starts processing instructions. Many innovative mobile computing strategies are adopted to mitigate the effects of energy constraints on mobile computing. Some of these are as follows: • The ZigBee protocol has a lesser stack size as compared to Bluetooth. Use of a communication protocol that has less protocol stack overheads also reduces the energy requirement. This is due to lesser computational requirements. • A host or hotspot may be seeking certain data from a device frequently. A program adapts itself so that the frequently required data is calculated and stored in a buffer from where it can be sent at slow clock frequencies on demand from the host. A program can also just transmit any changes in the data with respect to previous data. • Communication scheduling strategies are adopted and the frequently required data is transmitted as per a schedule. This saves the host energy which would otherwise be required for sending commands and also saves the devices energy that would be dissipated in processing the commands. 2.6.2.2 Processor Design Innovative circuits of mobile device processors have been designed and are continuously improved upon so that the same program instructions process with lesser energy dissipation per unit computational speed. Examples of energy efficient processors are ARM and TigerSharc. A4 processor is designed for Apple iPhone.
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2.6.2.3 Transceiver Design and Programming Innovative transceiver circuits have been designed such that (a) signals of just sufficient strengths are transmitted to the receiver. Just sufficient strength means that the signal strength is low but clearly distinguishes noise and maintains message integrity; (b) control commands from the host are sent at lower signal frequencies and once the device is ready and gets powered up, the transceiver transmits the data for operation; (c) the signal strength reduces according to the inverse square law. Multi-hop routing helps in reducing the distance up to which a signal is required to travel.



2.6.3 Hardware Limitations Besides energy limitations due to battery size as described in the previous section, all mobile devices face various other hardware constraints too. 2.6.3.1 Memory There are constraints on memory availability. Most mobile devices do not support hard-disk drives and CD drives due to size limitations. Innovative forms of memory have been designed and are continuously improved upon. Internal flash drives and card slots for external memory are used. Memory stick is used to enhance the memory in the device. Some examples of large memory capacity in mobile devices are the Sony Network Walkman which has a memory equivalent to that of 11 CDs for storing music and a recent enhancement of the Apple iPod that offers a 30GB video memory. MicroSD card of memory 1.8 GB is used for extended internal memory for media in the in BlackBerry 8530 smartphone. 2.6.3.2 Bandwidth Availability of bandwidth is limited by the frequency spectrum that a regulator allots to a service provider. A service provider is not permitted to air signals at any random frequency and signal strength. A regulator regulates the frequencies and signal strengths permitted. The service must use the frequency spectrum allotted to it in an efficient manner. Multiplexing and coding techniques help in achieving an efficient transmission. The technology in use also limits the spectrum efficiency. For example, CDMA has higher spectrum efficiency as compared to GSM. Limited bandwidth may become an obstacle to seamless connectivity and quality of signals aired when a large number of mobile devices simultaneously demand network connectivity. For example, the bandwidth available in a GSM 900 uplink channel is 125 channels. There can be 8 users per channel (Table 1.2). However, when multiple users try to use the network simultaneously, for example, on events like New Year’s Eve, etc., networks are jammed or unable to offer connectivity due to bandwidth constraints.



2.7 Automotive Systems Automobiles have intensive computing devices in them. Car engines have seen an extensive use of computing and processing units since the late 1960s for improving automobile
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Figure 2.10  Mobile computing architecture in an automobile



stability, transmission and braking processes, and driving comfort and ease. In the last decade or so, a revolution has been brought about in automotive systems. From sophisticated information-oriented technology, such as GPS navigation, reverse sensing, and night vision, to communication systems such as email access, voice control, traffic congestion information, smartcard security control, and collision avoidance sensors, the present day automobiles have got it all. This section gives an overview of a few of the computing systems which are embedded in automobiles. Figure 2.10 shows the mobile computing architecture in an automobile.



2.7.1 Speech Recognition System An application programmer can program a speech recognition system (SRS) in an automobile. The automobile can start by the driver’s commands after recognising the voice through the SRS. Application software can be programmed such that the driver can command the automobile to halt, maintain the current speed, or stay under a given speed limit. The SRS uses a digital signal processor.
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2.7.2  Messaging System A WAP (wireless application protocol) device in an automobile enables it to connect to the Internet. A service provider can transmit, in real time, the news, weather data, and stock reports. Road maps can also be accessed using WAP. The maps can be stored in the memory of a computer embedded into the automobile. The map can be retrieved when the need arises. The map together with the GPS system helps in navigation. A traffic control service sends traffic reports. The automobile owner can subscribe to a traffic control service provider which provides SMS messages about traffic slowdowns and blockages at various points in the city. The messages are then converted to speech using text-to-speech (TTS) converter software and can be heard by the driver. It enables the driver to select roads that will provide a faster, hurdle-free passage. An anti-collision system can warn the driver if the automobile gets too close to another. It can also sense objects which are not visible to the driver using a laser, infrared, or RADAR system. Collision avoidance systems can also take control of the vehicle to avoid colliding with other objects. Application programmers can use C in Linux for converting an SMS text-to-speech (TTS), so that the driver need not divert their attention to read the text on the display panel and can, instead, listen to the received message while driving. Programmers can also use Java, ASP, and JSP for web-based applications and retrieval of data from databases at various portals. For example, while driving towards the airport, a user can retrieve flight information from the airline’s portal.



2.7.3  GPS Based Navigation System An automobile can be fitted with a global positioning system (GPS) (also known as geographical positioning system) receiver. It receives signals transmitted by various GPS satellites orbiting the earth. The latitude and longitude values are used to identify the name of the location in the vicinity. The map of surrounding area is either downloaded in real time or taken from the stored data in the computer. A display panel shows both the map as well as the marked location. The geographical location is continuously marked and changed on the map on a display-panel when the automobile moves. It helps the driver in choosing the right road leading to the destination. Data-to-speech converter application software can also be used to speak aloud the name of the current location and road name being used. Application programmers can use GTK (graphic tool kit) language or C in Linux for drawing, in real time, the road map on the display panel with the automobile’s position suitably marked on the map on a real-time basis. The real-time application interface (API) also shifts the map on the screen in case the automobile moves into another zone. The API also continuously shifts the marked position as the automobile moves.
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2.7.4 Automobile Start and Malfunction Logins A smartcard or smart token can be used in place of a key to start the automobile. The card inserted into the host not only starts the car but also logs the data for the malfunctions recorded during driving. At the service workshop, a card reader attached to the computer reads the card and retrieves the logged data as well as the service history details. The workshop can render a more efficient service using this information. The service provider’s computer can then write the details of the service provided onto the card memory for future reference. JavaCard can be used for developing the start and malfunction logging application.



2.7.5 Sensor and Actuator Programming An automobile has a number of sensors and actuators. For example, pressure sensors communicate, to the display panel, warnings about tyre pressures. Sensors and actuators connect the embedded systems inside an automobile. All computing systems connect to the CAN (Controller Area Network) bus.



2.7.6 Entertainment Systems An automobile can be fitted with a number of entertainment systems, for example, FM radio, media players to play Wave (WAV), RealAudio (RA), and MPEG-1 audio layer 3 (MP3) files. Application programmers can develop programs for downloading music from the Internet in formats such as WAV, RA, and MP3 using a WAP gateway. A USB port can be used to download files from another system. A Bluetooth device can be used to download data from Smartphones.



2.7.7 Real-time Applications Programming A programmer can use the Windows CE OS for running real-time applications on the PC fitted into an automobile. Applications can be coded using any of the programming languages such as Win32 API, Visual C, and Visual Basic. The OS provides functions for the multiple threads, networking, and communication protocol APIs. Real-time applications for the Java platform can also be developed using OSEK [offene Systeme and deren Schnittstellen fir die Elektronik in Kraftfahrzeagen (German for ‘open systems and their interfaces for the electronics in motor vehicles’)]. OSEK is a operating system used for microcontrollers in engine control units of automobiles.



Keywords Access point  A device that provides wireless LAN or Internet connectivity or wireless connectivity through mobile service provider network to mobile systems and embedded systems. An access point may also act as an interface between wireless and wired networks.



ActiveSync  Software for synchronization—developed by Microsoft for synchronization of data on mobile devices and computer. It is used primarily in Windows CE devices. A USB or serial port, infrared port, or Ethernet LAN may be used for this purpose. It is used for resolving the conflicts in different versions of files



Mobile Devices and Systems during data exchange and using software for multiple service providers and service managers. Actuator  A device which takes action after it receives signals from a controller or central computer and accordingly activates a physical device, appliance, or system. An actuator may or may not have a computer embedded in it. Base station  A transceiver which connects, on one hand, to a number of mobile devices or access points wirelessly and, on the other hand, to mobiles switching centers and other networks by wire or fibre. Capacity enhancement  The capacity of the frequency channels (number of user provided the support at a given instance) available is enhanced by using multiplexing and other techniques. Cellular network  A cellular network is formed by dividing a geographical the area into cells. Each cell is isolated from another neighbouring cell such that thee is no interference between the devices in these cells. GPS  It stands for global positioning system or geographical positioning system. A satellite system used for synchronizing multiple computing systems called GPS tracker all round the globe. It is tool essential for navigation. GPS satellites are installed in orbits around the earth at multiple locations. Devices that are fitted with GPS tracker (receivers) can catch the satellite signals and read time stamps from the transmitted signals. Using delays of the stamped time in signals received from the satellites, the receiver computes the exact geographical location. Frequency reuse  When there are many users compared to the number of frequency bands available for mobile communication, the frequencies are reused. Same frequency can be used to transmit in different directions when using beam forming antennae. This is called space division multiplexing. TDMA is used in GSM and CDMA in 3G for reusing the frequencies. iPod  A portable media playing device from Apple. The iPod can be used to playback files podcasted through the Internet. It can also connect to the Internet or a computer network for downloading multimedia files such as audio programs or music videos. IntelliSync  Blackberry or Symbian OS-devices’ synchronization software in which a cradle connects the mobile device to a PC. A serial port, an infrared port or a micro USB port in the mobile connects the USB port of the computer. It is used for resolving conflicts in different versions of the files during data exchange Label  A small, flat strip stuck over or concealed in a package used for identifying its contents. Smart labels can wirelessly in-
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teract with access points and are powered by wireless radiation from a local computer or access point. A label also forms a LAN system with a nearby cluster of labels. MMS (multimedia message service)  A multimedia messaging service for transmission of digital images, video and audio clips, and animations. Pocket computer  A handheld computer which stores distributed files, performs application development, includes programming tools, and offers mobile services. PIM (personal information manager)  Software which provides interfaces for calendar, contacts, Microsoft Outlook 98, 2000, 2002, 2003, Microsoft Outlook Express/Windows Address Book, Intellisync wireless email, Lotus Notes (5.x and 6.x), and Lotus Organizer so that the user can efficiently organize personal information. RFID  A radio frequency-based identification system. RFID tags look like small size strips over a package or are concealed in the package. They are used to identify the contents and interact with an access point wirelessly. They are powered by wireless radiation from an access point. Sensor  A device which senses the physical environment, for example, temperature, pressure, light, metal, smoke, and proximity to an object. It connects to a computer or a controller. A sensor may embed a computer for wireless communication. Set-top box  A sophisticated computer-based device which has data, media, and network processing capabilities. It interconnects the home TV and the broadcasting service network and uses Java as a programming language. Smartcard  A card-like mobile device which has an embedded chip with a circuit consisting of a computer, memory, and transceiver. The chip is sandwiched between the inner layers of the card. Smart token  A device that is meant for its authentication before an action initiates and which encapsulates a chip that embeds a processor and memory. Its size is small (of the order of shirt button or pen nib). SMS (short message service)  A service for sending text messages of up to 160 characters. Transceiver  It performs the joint operations of a transmitter and a receiver. It is a circuit for transmitting and receiving signals. TTS  Text-to-speech converter software, which is used for information during driving or listening to text of news downloaded on a mobile smartphone.
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Review Questions   1. Explain functioning of cellular network. How the given set of frequencies are used to increase capacity of a network.   2. Describe the various features of a smartphone with multimedia features.   3. How is a handheld computer different from a PC? State the main points of difference between a handheld computer and a Smartphone.   4. Draw the mobile computing layer architecture of an iPod. Take Fig. 1.13 as an example.  5. Describe the functions and features of a latest Mac OS device. How do these differ from those of Windows CE devices?  6. Describe the functioning of a smartcard. Why is secured hardware and software required for a smartcard?  7. Differentiate between the functions of labels, tags, and cards. How do smartcards, smart labels, smart tokens, and RFID tags work, if they have no internal battery?



  8. How are smart labels networked?  9. What are the sensors used in the pervasive computing Smartphone devices? 10. Explain the working of a sensor—actuator pair by giving an example. List the sensors and actuators used in orchestraplaying robots. 11. What are the various constraints of working with mobile devices? 12. Discuss the solutions for the energy constraint problem in mobile devices. 13. What are the security constraints in mobile devices? 14. Show the subunits in a Set-top box. 15. Draw the mobile computing layer architecture of a car with a GPS receiver, WAP, automatic parking lights control, smartcard-based start, and speech recognition. Take Fig. 2.10 as an example.



Objective Type Questions Pick the correct or most appropriate statement among the choices given: 1. A mobile device is placed on a cradle. It can synchronize with a PC using (a) IntelliSync when using Windows CE. (b) ActiveSync when using Windows CE. (c) Bluetooth or ZigBee. (d) Serial port and infrared port. 2. An iPod device (a) can be used for downloading music and video clips. (b) can be used as a handheld computer. (c) can be used for downloading faculty lectures, music, photos, and video clips and for viewing slide shows with music. (d) cannot be used for downloading faculty lectures. 3. A cell has (a) one base station which interconnects to mobile devices. (b) one base station which interconnects to mobile devices and performs handover to the neighbouring base station when the device moves and uses a frequency band which is distinct from the neighbouring cell.







(c) one base station and one access point which connects to mobile devices. (d) one base station connects to mobile devices and performs handover to the neighbouring base station when the device moves and uses a frequency band which is the same as the neighbouring cell to ensure mobility of the device in another cell. 4. Handheld computers (a) cannot support large memories due to energy constraints. (b) support large memories with memory sticks. (c) cannot support large memories due to use of specialized OS—Window CE or PalmOS. (d) support large memories including internal flash memories and extension slots for flash cards and memory sticks. 5. A smartcard uses (a) three keys—fabrication, personalization, and utilization. (b) a single key for fabrication, personalization, and utilization. (c) host supplied keys. (d) two keys—fabrication and personalization.



Mobile Devices and Systems 6. A label uses (a) a LAN-like network with a collision avoidance protocol and also uses a nearby label reader. (b) does not use a LAN-like network and connects directly to access point. (c) a nearby label reader. (d) secret codes. 7. A smart token is (a) for identification when on the move. (b) used when requesting permission to access a mobile device. (c) for identification and initiation of appropriate action. (d) used when requesting permission to access a computer. 8. A smart actuator acts as per (a) controller, mobile device, or central computer commands. (b) controller, mobile device, or central computer commands issued according to the data from the sensors. (c) its own embedded processor commands. (d) according to the data from the sensors. 9. A set-top box is (a) a computer connected to the TV used to set the channels. (b) a computer connected to the TV used to set the channels and play video games. (c) a conditional access system for cable TV, games, Internet, telephone line, and dish. (d) a conditional access system for cable TV, video games, and dish-access system.
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10. Energy is conserved in mobile devices by (a) running the processor at low frequency and transmitting signals at low frequencies. (b) restricting the number of applications, running the processor at low clock speed, and using appropriate protocol. (c) restricting the number of applications and running the processor at low clock speed, using an appropriate radio interface, and an appropriate communication and data transfer strategy. (d) using energy-efficient processors, optimizing the code used for running an application, running the processor at full clock speed only when processing graphics like computational intensive software, using an appropriate radio interface, and using an appropriate communication and data transfer strategy. 11. Security issues in a mobile device are encountered due to (a) hacking of data and virus attacks. (b) eavesdropping, virus attacks, hacking, jamming, and forcefully exhausting the energy resources. (c) jamming of the incoming signals. (d) eavesdropping, hacking, and virus attacks. 12. (i) OSEK real-time operating system (ii) GPS (iii) Display panel of sub notebook size (iv) CAN bus (v) smartcard (vi) WAP (vii) Media player. Which of the following is true in an automobile computing system? (a) All of the above are used. (b) (iv) and (v) are not used. (c) (ii), (iv), (v), and (vi) are not used. (d) (i) and (v) are not used.
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